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Abstract. In the last years, interest in the study of the relationship between the magnetic helicity of solar active regions and the
one contained in the interplanetary structures has grown. This has lead us to compute the helicity content of an interplanetary
hot tube observed by Wind on October 24-25, 1995, applying three different approaches in cylindrical geometry: a linear
force-free field, a constant twist angle, and a non force-free model with constant current. We have fitted the set of free
parameters for each of the three models, finding that the determined magnetic helicity values are very similar when using the
same orientation for the flux tube. From our point of view, these results imply that, whatever be the model used, magnetic
helicity is a well-determined quantity and, thus, it is worth using it to understand the link between solar and interplanetary
phenomena.

INTRODUCTION

Observations of helical magnetic structures in the solar
atmosphere and solar wind have attracted considerable
attention in the last years, with the consequent interest in
magnetic helicity studies, both in the solar and interplan-
etary contexts. Magnetic helicity is one of the few global
quantities which is preserved even in resistive MHD on
time scales shorter than the global diffusion time scale
[1]. Therefore, it can be used to link phenomena under
very different physical conditions.

Interplanetary flux ropes, of which magnetic clouds
are a subset, present in general a helicoidal structure that
is supposed to be the trace of the torsion of the corre-
sponding plasmoids ejected from the solar surface. These
interplanetary phenomena can be modeled in cylindrical
geometry using three different approaches: a linear force-
free field model [2], a uniform twist model (or Gold-
Hoyle model, see e.g. [3]) or a non force-free model with
constant current [4]. These models are physically differ-
ent, being not evident at all which of them give the best
representation of interplanetary flux ropes.

In this work, we first derive the analytical expressions
of the magnetic helicity for the three models mentioned
above. Then, we apply them to a hot tube observed by
Wind on October 24-25, 1995. We fit the set of free
parameters for each of the three models and present
our results. We find that the values of the magnetic
helicity computed for each of the models are very similar
for the same orientation of the tube. This orientation

is computed using a minimum variance analysis [5].
However, if the orientation of the flux rope is fitted
together with the model dependent physical parameters,
what we have done for the constant current model [4],
we obtain a value that is lower by a factor of� 4-5. Even
though, the three models give quite close values when
we compute the magnetic helicity per unit of volume,
� 0.3-0.4 nT2 AU. We suggest that our results imply
that magnetic helicity is a well-determined quantity, and
can be exploited to study the link between solar and
interplanetary phenomena.

MAGNETIC HELICITY OF FLUX
ROPES

The magnetic helicity of a field�B within a volumeV
is defined byH �

�
V
�A ��B dV , where the vector poten-

tial �A satisfies�B � �∇ ��A. However, the helicity defined
as above is physically meaningful only when the mag-
netic field is fully contained inside the volumeV (i.e.,
at any point of the surfaceS surroundingV , the normal
componentBn � �B ��n vanishes). This is so because the
vector potential is defined only up to a gauge transfor-
mation (�A� � �A��∇Φ ), thenH is gauge-invariant only
whenBn � 0. For cases whereBn �� 0 (as on both legs
of the interplanetary flux tubes) it has been shown that
a relative magnetic helicity (Hr) can be defined [6]. This
relative helicity is obtained subtracting the helicity of a
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FIGURE 1. Bx component of the magnetic field (in GSE)
for the flux rope observed on 24-25 October, 1995. Circles
correspond to the observed field, solid line to Gold-Hoyle
model, dash-dotted line to the linear force-free field model;
while thin and thick dashed lines to the constant current model
using a minimum variance method and a direct fit for the
orientation of the tube, respectively.

reference field�B0 having the same distribution ofBn on
S:

Hr � H �

�
V

�A0 �
�B0 dV � (1)

Hr is gauge�invariant and it does not depend on the
common extension of�B and�B0 outsideV , as was shown
by [6] and [7]

The magnetic topology of an interplanetary flux rope
can be modeled locally as a cylindrical structure with
�B��r� � Bφ�r�

�φ�Bz�r��z. The reference field�B0 can be

chosen as�B0�r� � Bz�r��z, and the vector potential as
�A0 � A0�φ�r�

�φ� A0�z�z, with A0�z a constant value and

A0�φ�r� satisfying rB0�z�r� � ∂
∂ r �rA0�φ�r��, in order to

satisfy�B0 �
�∇ ��A0.

Thus, the relative magnetic helicity per unit length (L)
along the tube can be expressed independently ofA 0 and
B0 as,

Hr�L � 4π
� R

0
rdr AφBφ (2)

whereR is the radius of the magnetic tube.

MAGNETIC HELICITY OF THE
LINEAR FORCE-FREE FIELD

The general static, axially symmetric magnetic field of
a linear force-free configuration (�∇ ��B � α�B) was ob-
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FIGURE 2. By component of the magnetic field (in GSE) for
the flux rope observed by Wind on 24-25 October, 1995. The
convention for the curves and the data is the same as in Fig. 1.

tained by [2]. However, it has been shown that only one
harmonic of this solution is enough to describe the main
tendency of ’in situ’ measurements for interplanetary
magnetic flux ropes, as magnetic clouds (e.g., [8, 9, 10]).
Thus, the field is well modeled by

�B � B0J0�α r��z�B0J1�α r��φ (3)

whereJn is the Bessel function of the first kind of order
n, B0 is the strength of the field andα is a constant.

ComputingHr from Eq. (2) and taking�A ��B�α , it is
possible to obtain the relative helicity for this force-free
field as follows,

Hr

4πL
�

B2
0

α

� R

0
dr rJ2

1�α r� (4)

A numerical integration of this equation gives [11]:

Hr

L
� 0�70B2

0R3 (5)

MAGNETIC HELICITY OF A
UNIFORMLY TWISTED FIELD

The non-linear force-free field having a uniform twist has
been used to model interplanetary flux ropes (e.g., [12]).
The components of�B for this configuration are [3],

�B �
B0

1�b2r2
�z�

B0br

1�b2r2
�φ (6)

In this magnetic configuration the amount by which a
given line is twisted when going from one end of the tube
to the other (b) is independent of the radius of the tuber.
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From (2), and considering:

�A ��
B0

2b
ln�1�b2r2��z�

B0

2b2r
ln�1�b2r2��φ� (7)

the relative helicity results

Hr

L
�

πB2
0

2b3 �ln�1�b2R2��2 (8)

MAGNETIC HELICITY OF A
CONSTANT CURRENT FLUX ROPE

A non force-free model has been recently proposed by
[13] and [4] to describe interplanetary structures. This
model assumes a constant current density such as�J��r� �
Jφ
�φ�Jz�z, whereJφ andJz are constants. Thus, the mag-

netic field of this configuration is obtained asBz�r� �
4π
c Jφ�R� r� andBφ�r� �

2π
c Jzr, where R is the radius of

the interplanetary tube andc is the speed of light. Be-
ing the trajectory of the spacecraftr�t�, it can be seen
thatBz�r�t�� andBφ�r�t�� behave as the function modulo
when the impact parameter (p) of the satellite isp � 0.

From (2), and considering:

�A �
4π
c

Jφr�R�2� r�3��φ�
π
c

Jzr
2
�z� (9)

the relative helicity results,

Hr

L
�

28π3

15c2 JφJzR
5 (10)

RELATIVE MAGNETIC HELICITY IN
THE INTERPLANETARY HOT TUBE

We apply the analytical results derived in the previ-
ous section to the hot tube observed by Wind on Oc-
tober 24-25, 1995. The one minute cadence magnetic
data have been downloaded from the public site:htt p :
��cdaweb�gs f c�nasa�gov�cdaweb�ist p� public�.

Using a minimum variance analysis [5], [12] found a
well-defined direction for the principal axis of the tube
andp � 0 for this particular event. The variance coordi-
nates have been used to obtain the physical parameters
that best fit the observations of the flux tube for the three
models discussed above. Furthermore, in order to test the
validity of the minimum variance method, we have found
the direction of the flux tube fitting directly its orientation
(and consequently its radius) and physical parameters for
the constant current model using GSE (Geocentric Solar
Ecliptic) coordinates, as described in [13]. The fitting has
been done in all cases using the Levenberg-Marquardt
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FIGURE 3. Bz component of the magnetic field (in GSE) for
the flux rope observed by Wind on 24-25 October, 1995. The
convention for the curves and the data is the same as in Fig. 1.

method [14]. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the three compo-
nents of the measured magnetic field, together with the
curves obtained from every model.

Using the expressions derived for the relative magnetic
helicity and the values of the parameters coming from the
fitting, we compute the relative helicity per unit length
(L) and per unit of volume (Vol). The value of aχ 2 test
and the characteristics of the flux rope for every case are:

• Linear force-free field (χ 2
L f f f � 1�7 nT):

��B��r � 0��� 7�2 nT,R � 0�035 AU,
α � 65�8 AU�1

Hr�L f f f � 0�0016 nT2 AU3L

Hr�L f f f �Vol � 0�40 nT2 AU

• Uniform twist (χ 2
Ut � 1�5 nT):

��B��r � 0��� 7�5 nT,R � 0�035 AU,b � 46�2 AU�1

Hr�Ut � 0�0015 nT2 AU3L

Hr�Ut�Vol � 0�39 nT2 AU

• Constant current model: Results taking the orien-
tation of the tube as computed with the minimum
variance method (see [12]):

χ2
ConstJ � 2�1 nT,

��B��r � 0��� 8�8 nT,R � 0�035 AU,
Jz � 0�0435 nT/s,Jφ � 0�0401 nT/s,

Hr�ConstJ � 0�0013 nT2 AU3L

Hr�ConstJ�Vol � 0�34 nT2 AU

Results fitting simultaneously the orientation and
the physical parameters of the tube:

χ2
ConstJ � 1�9 nT,
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��B��r � 0��� 8�7 nT,R � 0�020 AU,
Jz � 0�12 nT/s,Jφ � 0�07 nT/s,

Hr�ConstJ � 0�00041 nT2 AU3L

Hr�ConstJ�Vol � 0�31 nT2 AU

In this latter case, the best fit is found when both the
orientation and physical parameters are fitted together;
this is evident from both the values ofχ 2

ConstJ and Figures
1-3. This may imply that the minimum variance method
does not give the best results for the flux tube orientation
(and consequently radius). It is the aim of a future paper
to explore the range of validity of this method. However,
when the same orientation is used for the three models,
the values of the relative magnetic helicity per unit length
are in a very good agreement; being the same true for its
value per unit volume.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Coronal mass ejections are originated by an instability
of the solar coronal field. The plasmoid ejected from
the Sun will carry part of the magnetic helicity of its
original field. This structure will consequently appear as
an interplanetary magnetic flux rope. There is increasing
evidence that this is the case from observations showing
that the helicity sign in magnetic clouds matches that of
their source regions (see e.g., [15, 16, 17]). Therefore,
the computation of the magnetic helicity is an important
tool to compare interplanetary and solar phenomena.

We have estimated the relative magnetic helicity val-
ues for a hot interplanetary flux tube observed by Wind
on October 24-25, 1995. The measured magnetic field
components of the structure have been fitted using three
different approaches: a linear force-free field, a uniform
twist and constant current model. The three models fit
relatively well the observations being the quality of the
fit, according to aχ 2 test, in ascending order: the uniform
twist, the linear force-free field and the constant current
model. The relative magnetic helicity per unit length de-
rived for the three cases is very similar when the orienta-
tion of the tube and, therefore, its radius is the same. The
latter is computed using a minimum variance method, as
discussed in [12]. Only in the case when the orientation
is computed independently, by fitting it together with the
physical parameters depending on the model, we find a
value which is a factor� 4�5 lower. We suggest that this
is an indication of the limitation of the minimum variance
method, what we intend to quantify in a following paper.
However, when we compute the helicity per unit of vol-
ume, that is to say when the results are independent of
the radius, we find again very similar results for the three
models,Hr�Vol � 0�3�0�4 nT2 AU.

We conclude that magnetic helicity is a quantity that

can be used to study the link between coronal and in-
terplanetary phenomena, in the sense that, no matter the
model used, its value is well-determined. The case stud-
ied here is an example. Our next step is to extend our
analysis to a large dataset of interplanetary phenomena,
in particular, magnetic clouds.
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